[Molecular-pathological problems of genetic diagnosis for colorectal cancer].
Recent advances in molecular biology have revealed that the alteration of multiple genes, eg., APC, K-ras, p53, DCC, are involved in multistep colorectal carcinogenesis. Some of these alterations can be used as molecular markers in genetic diagnosis. Genetic diagnoses for colorectal cancer are classified into three categories, eg., 1. identification of the career in the family of patient with hereditary disease such as FPC (Familial Polyposis Coli) or HNPCC (Hereditary Non-Polyposis Colorectal Cancer), 2. early diagnosis of colorectal cancer by identifying gene mutations in the stool, 3. assist for histopathological diagnosis, or risk assessment of the metastasis, recurrence or secondary cancer by molecular means. However, there are several problems in these genetic diagnoses. These consist of two categories, eg., 1. problems in the method of gene analyses or assay system and 2. problems in performing genetic diagnoses itself. The former includes the problem of contamination of different tissue, false positive or negative result in PCR-based analyses, heterogeneity of gene mutation in tumor tissue, and the latter includes the social, ethical or economical problems mainly related to the genetic diagnosis for hereditary colorectal cancers. In this paper, we describe the possibility of genetic diagnosis for colorectal cancers and the current problems, especially from the molecular pathological aspect, in genetic diagnosis.